
CLEAN 38
INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR GENERAL CLEANING
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CLEAN 38 
The 38-liter industrial vacuum cleaners of the Clean line are the most compact and easy to handle 
of the entire iVision range and were created to facilitate the cleaning of companies and production 
plants. The CLEAN range is equipped with a fairing, which covers the motor and the blower. Thanks 
to this fairing the mechanical parts are protected from dust and dirt and better preserved over time. 
In addition, the CLEAN 38 vacuum cleaner is equipped with a practical storage compartment that 
facilitates and further speeds up the cleaning operator’s activity.
The low noise level, the compact dimensions, the ease of use and the high suction capacity are the 
main features of CLEAN 38 industrial vacuum cleaners.
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 · Side channel blower with power up  
 to 3 kW
 · 50mm steel cleaning kit
 · Ergonomic storage compartment
 · Anchoring system of the cleaning kit
 · Structure made completely of steel
 · Non-marking swivel wheels with 
 parking brake
 · Class M polyester bag filters
 · Detachable container with wheels
 · Tank capacity: 38 liters

STANDARD SUPPLY FEATURES

 · Silencer to reduce noise level
 · Filter shaker with integrated pneumatic 
 motor
 · Motor overload protection
 · 8mt electric cable
 · Use and maintenance manual
 · CE certification

CLEAN 38

POWER kW 2,2 3

FREQUENCY Hz 50 50

VOLTAGE V 400 400

MAX NEGATIVE PRESSURE mbar 300 310

MAX AIR FLOW m3/h 310 310

INLET DIAMETER ømm 100 100

TANK CAPACITY Lt 38 38

DIMENSIONS H L W cm 65*93*109 65*93*109

WEIGHT Kg 100 100



CLEAN 100
INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS FOR GENERAL CLEANING
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CLEAN 100
The 100-liter vacuum cleaners of the CLEAN line have a high suction capacity and are used for general 
cleaning or for the intensive collection of dust and chips generated by machine tools within the 
production departments of industries.
The CLEAN range is equipped with a fairing, which covers the motor and the blower. Thanks to this 
fairing the mechanical parts are protected from dust and dirt and are better preserved over time. 
Moreover, the CLEAN 100 vacuum cleaner is equipped with a practical storage compartment that 
facilitates and further speeds up the cleaning operator’s activity.
The low noise level, the compact dimensions, the ease of use and the high suction capacity are the 
main features of CLEAN 100 industrial vacuum cleaners.

 · Side channel blower with power up 
 to 4 kW
 · 50mm steel cleaning kit
 · Ergonomic storage compartment
 · Anchoring system of the cleaning kit
 · Tangential suction inlet for dust 
 cycloning
 · Structure made completely of steel
 · Non-marking swivel wheels with 
 parking brake
 · Class M polyester bag filters

STANDARD SUPPLY FEATURES

 · Detachable container with wheels
 · Tank capacity: 100 liters
 · Silencer to reduce noise level
 · Filter shaker with integrated pneumatic 
 motor
 · Motor overload protection
 · 8mt electric cable
 · Use and maintenance manual
 · CE certification
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CLEAN 100

CLEAN 100

POWER kW 2,2 3 4

FREQUENCY Hz 50 50 50

VOLTAGE V 400 400 400

MAX NEGATIVE PRESSURE mbar 300 310 320

MAX AIR FLOW m3/h 310 310 310

INLET DIAMETER ømm 100 100 100

TANK CAPACITY Lt 100 100 100

DIMENSIONS H L W cm 74*100*150 74*100*150 74*100*150

WEIGHT Kg 125 125 125


